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Abstract 
For a linear system gf we define the subscheme vi-f of the symmetric product C@) 
parametrizing e-secant (e -f- 1)-space-divisors. For an element E of Vzlee-5 we study the 
Zariski-tangent space. We give a description of this tangent space in terms of intersections with 
hyperplanes and quadrics. In particular, we are able to give an easy formula for the dimension 
of that tangent space for the case of secant line divisors. This completely solves a problem 
studied in our earlier paper [3]. In the appendix some of the results in Coppens’ article are given 
natural interpretations in terms of local properties of subschemes of Grassmannians, such that 
these subschemes parametrize -secant (e -f- 1)-planes. 
AMS ~Zassijcation: 14B10, 14M12, 14NlO 
0. Notations 
C 
L 
T(C; L) 
V 
d 
Q 
F 
9’ 
* 
D 
V(- D) 
sd”(- D) 
a smooth irreducible complete curve defined over an algebraically 
closed field K 
an invertible sheaf of degree d on C 
vector space of global sections of L 
an (n + 1)-dimensional linear subspace of I’(C;L) 
the linear system P(V) of dimension n and degree d on C 
effective divisors defined by s E V (s # 0) 
fixed divisor of gi 
base point free linear system associated to gj 
morphism defined by g’ 
an effective divisor of degree e on C 
{s E V: D, 2 D} u (0); a linear subspace of V 
P[ V( - D)]; a linear subsystem of gi 
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GO linear span of D (introduced before the statement of Theorem 0.7) 
C(e) eth symmetric product of C 
Th(C@)) Zariski tangent space to C@) at D 
A universal divisor on C x 6”’ 
J/e-f e subscheme of C@) parametrizing e-secant r-space divisors 
for some Y I e -f- 1 
TD(Vi-/) Zariski tangent space to T/:-f at D for D E Vzmf (a subspace of TD(C@))) 
Do excess secant divisor of D (if D E VEef) 
e0 deg(DO) 
r Do E V,&\V;o-l 
b(D) the natural restriction homomorphism V -+ H”(C; L @ 0,) 
it 
H"(D;O,(D))@ V(- D)+H'(C;L@ 0,) 
restriction of/3 to H"(D;O,(D))@(K.~) for 5 E V(- D)({ #O) 
10 the restriction homomorphism H’(C; L @ 0,) + H"(C; L @I O,,) 
z homomorphism H"(Do; O,,) + H"(D; OD(D)) (introduced in Section 3.2) 
W image of H'(D;L(- Do)@ O,)+H'(C;L@ 0,) (multiplication with 
local equation of Do) 
0.1 Introduction 
Let C be a smooth irreducible complete curve defined over an algebraically closed 
field K and let L be an invertible sheaf of degree d on C. A non-zero global section s of 
L defines an effective divisor D, of degree d on C. Let V be an (n + l)-dimensional 
linear subspace of T(X; L). The set of effective divisors defined by the non-zero global 
sections of V is equal to P(V), the projective space associated to V. This is a linear 
system gi on C. 
Let P1; . . . ; P, be e general points on C. In case e > n there is no nonzero s E V 
satisfying D, 2 PI + ..- + P,. In case e I n 
{~ET/:D,~P~ + ... +P,}u{O} 
is a linear subspace of V of dimension n + 1 - e. A set of e general points on 
C corresponds to a general point on C w - the eth symmetric product of C. For any 
point D on C’“’ - i.e. for any effective divisor of degree e on C - we introduce the 
notations 
v(-D)={~ET/:D,~D}u(~}; 
g;(-D)= P[V(- D)] c g:. 
Definition 0.1. D E C@) is an e-secant (e -f- l)-space divisor for gi if n 2 e -f and 
dim[V(- D)] = n-e +f+ 1; or, equivalently, dim[g,“(- D)] = n - e +f: 
(In this definition the condition n 2 e -f implies D, 2 D for some nonzero s E V.) 
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From the considerations about a general point on C(“), we know that e-secant 
(e -f - l)-space divisors for gi are special points on C@) in case f 2 1. 
The explanation for the terminology in Definition 0.1 is as follows. Suppose gi is 
very ample on C, hence gi defines an embedding C c P”. A hyperplane H E P” 
corresponds to the intersection cycle H.C E gi. Therefore, gi is identified to the dual 
projective space (P”)*. Let D be an effective divisor on C. Then gl( - D) is the 
subspace of (P”)* consisting of the hyperplanes atisfying H. C 2 D. The intersection 
of those hyperplanes is the linear span (D) of D in P”. In case D is an e-secant 
(e -f - 1)-space divisor, we obtain 
dim(@)) = n - dim[g,“( - D)] - 1 = e -f - 1. 
So, (D) is a linear subspace of P” of dimension e -f - 1 such that (D) n C contains 
the subscheme D of C, i.e. (D) n C is a O-dimensional subscheme of length at least e. 
So, it makes sense to call (D) an e-secant (e -f - I)-space for C. For example, 
3-secant line divisors correspond to 3-secant lines. 
Notation 0.2. Let gi be a linear system on C and let e E Z 21 ; f e Z s with n 2 e -J: 
We define 
I’:-/ = (D E C? dim[g,“( - D)] 2 n - e + f > 
= (D E C@): dim[V(- D)] 2 n - e + f + l}. 
So, D is an e-secant (e -f - l)-space divisor for gi if and only if D E v~-f\v~-f-‘. 
On vzBf there exists a natural scheme structure (see Section 1). For D E v,“-I, let 
TD(vi-r) be the Zariski tangent space to that scheme vfmf at D. In case D E r/eemf- ’ 
one has 7’D(Vf-f) = To(@)). In this paper, we investigate TD(vimf) c TD(C(“)) in 
case D is an e-secant (e -f - 1)-space divisor. 
In Section 1, we give an algebraic description for 7’D(v,‘-f) c Tr,(C@)) under the 
identification between T,(C(‘)) and H”(D; O,(D)) (see e.g. [l, Chapter IV, Section 11). 
We obtain the following description. 
Theorem 0.3. Let D be an e-secant (e -f - l)-space divisor for gf. Let 
/3:H”(D; O&l)) 8 V( - D) + HO(D; L @ OD) be the cup-product homomorphism and 
for 5 ~5 V( - D) define 
p$I”(D;o,(D)) + Hop; L c3 0D):u + B (u 6 0. 
(here we identify V( - D> with a subspace of H’(C; L( - II)), i.e. we divide the eEements of 
V( - D) by the local equation of D). Let &@I): V + H”(D; L @I 0,) be the natural 
morphism. Then 
WC-f) = n (#Jr ‘(im(#@))): 5 E v( - D)}. 
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In order to obtain a geometric description for this space, the excess secant divisor 
Da, defined below, turns out to be essential. 
Definition 0.4. Let D be an e-secant (e -f- 1)-space divisor. Let D + Do be the 
intersection (as subschemes of C) of 20 and the fixed point divisor of gi( - D). (By 
definition the fixed point divisor of gi( - D) contains D.) We call Do the excess ecant 
divisor of D. 
In Section 2 we apply Theorem 0.3 in order to obtain an easy formula for 
dim(Z’,(Vi)) in case D E V,“\V,“- ‘. (Remember that D E V,” if and only if D is 
contained in at least one divisor E of gi, The condition D#V:-’ is equivalent to 
E being unique.) 
Theorem 0.5. Let D,, be the excess secant divisor of D E V:\V,“- ‘. Let E E N be dejned 
by D,, E V~~,pl~~,‘-E\Vd”ee,8~~~~-~-1. Then 
dim( 7’e( V,“)) = n + E. 
In Section 3 we prove some lemmas needed in order to find a geometrical inter- 
pretation of Theorem 0.3. In Section 4 we treat some other special cases: V,” (case of 
fixed divisors); in case g$ has no fixed points: V,’ (case of singularities). The case V,” is 
much deeper investigated in [B], while the case V,’ for n = 2 is much deeper investi- 
gated in [9]. We also consider the case T/ee-‘, once more reproving some results from 
[9] again. Then we consider the case V,’ (secant line divisors). This case was the main 
topic in [S]. Here we prove the theorem we liked to prove at that time. 
Theorem 0.6. Assume gi is very ample and D E V,‘. Let Do be the excess secant divisor 
ofD. 
(a) Zfdeg(D,,) 2 2, then dim(Ta(V,“)) = deg(DO). 
(b) Zf deg(DO) = 1 then dim(To(Vi)) E {1;2}. Moreover, dim(TD(V2)) = 2 ij and 
only ifdim(V( - 20)) = n - 2. 
(c) Zf D,, = 0 then dim(T&‘:)) I 2. Moreover, dim(I’,(V:)) = 2 $ and only if 
dim(V( - 20)) = n - 2, dim(TD(Vf)) = 1 ifand only i$dim(V( - 20)) = n - 3 and the 
following property holds: (embed C in P” using gi) Consider the line L = (D) and the 
3-space H = <2D>. Then there exists a quadric Q in P” containing L such that H $ Q; 
L $ Sing(Q) and C.Q 2 20. 
In [S] this is proved for another scheme v: which is equal to V,’ as a set. Moreover, 
in [S] we proved that the dimensions of the tangent spaces are equal in special cases, 
but we could not prove it in all cases. Now we have a direct and shorter proof. Trying 
to prove this theorem was the original motivation for this paper. It generalizes results 
obtained in [6, Section 31 for the case n = 3. 
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In the final section we obtain a geometric description for TD(VzPf) which is 
a generalization of the description (Theorem 0.6) in the case of secant line divisors. 
First we introduce some terminology. 
Let g; be a linear system on C. Let F be the fixed divisor of g; and let g’ be the 
associated base point free linear system. As projective spaces, we have a natural 
isomorphism g$ z g’ (subtraction of the fixed point divisor). Let @: C + P” be the 
morphism defined by g’. For an effective divisor D on C, we write (D) for the 
intersection in P” of the hyperplanes belonging to gj( - D) (here, we consider gi( - D) 
as a subspace of g’; hence as a subspace of the dual space (P”)*). 
Theorem 0.7. Let gi be a linear system on C and let +: C + P” be as above. Let D 
be an e-secant (e -f - l)-space divisor for gi and let De be the excess secant 
divisor of D. Take a general hyperplane H in P” containing (D). Let 
z: H”(Do; On,(Do)) + H’(D; O,(D)) be the natural morphism obtained by locally multi- 
plying with the equation D - Do (see 3.2). Then 
TD(Vi-f) = im(r) 0 Z c H’(D; Or,(D)), 
where P(Z) can be identified with the space of hyperplanes S in (D) containing (Do) 
and satisfying the following property. There is an (n - e + f - l)-dimensional linear 
family F of quadrics Q in P” satisfying the following properties: 
(i) rk(Q) I 4; 
(ii) Q n H is reducible; one of its components intersects (D) exactly in S; 
(iii) Sing(Q) 1 (Do); 
(iv) (D) = Q but CD) $ Sing(Q); 
69 d(Q) 2 20 + Do. 
(Here, d(Q) = Icl*(Q) + F-1 
The main observation is that the tangent space is described by means of quadrics 
satisfying strong intersection conditions at D with C. The unexpected (to me) ingredi- 
ent is the excess secant divisor. 
Let me give some motivation for this rather technical paper. The original motiva- 
tion came from [6]. In that paper the authors investigate the curve of trisecant lines 
for a space curve. They have to do a lot of work in order to find sufficient conditions 
for this curve of trisecant lines to be smooth at a given point. On p. 26, they claim that 
they do not know whether it is possible to obtain that information by working on the 
3” symmetric product C 13) In [S], we tried to solve that problem and in the meantime . 
we tried to extend the infinitesimal study to all cases of secant line divisors. As already 
mentioned in this introduction, we did not solve that problem satisfactorily. Now, 
Theorem 0.6 is the final solution and in the meantime this paper is an extension to the 
case of any secant space divisor. After finishing this work, the infinitesimal study of 
secant space divisors became a very important ingredient in my paper [2]. In that 
paper we determine the Luroth semigroup of smooth plane curves (i.e. what are the 
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possible degrees of rational functions on the curve). So, this paper is used to solve 
a very concrete problem. 
One can ask what is the benefit of computing the tangent space of a scheme if the 
scheme is not reduced. As a matter of fact, the schemes V,“-$ can be very non-reduced 
(see e.g. Section 4 in [S]; see also Section 2 in this paper). On the other hand, it is not 
difficult to obtain lower bounds for the dimension of the irreducible components of 
Vemf. So the results 
taigent space of T/eepr 
of this paper give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
at some point to be equal to that bound (see Section 2 for some 
examples in this paper). Using the results of this paper, we are able to prove that on 
a general curve of genus g and for a general non-special (but not necessarily complete) 
linear system gj the schemes Vi-J have the expected imension and they are reduced 
(see [4]; see also Proposition 2.3 for a similar application). Finally, the methods of this 
paper can be used to try to find upper bounds for the dimensions of the irreducible 
components of Vi’ee-f (because large dimensions of those components give rise to large 
dimensions of the tangent spaces and this implies special geometric properties). In this 
way we are able to go one step beyond the trisecant lemma and its immediate 
generalizations in e.g. [l, Exercise L.l p. 1521 (see [3]). 
In his paper [lo], Laudal also makes an infinitesimal study of secant line divisors. 
His results are similar to our Theorem 0.6. However, there are important differences: 
first of all Laudal uses a very general deformation theory developed in [l 11. In order 
to obtain results in the case of secant line divisors, he makes restrictions such as the 
excess ecant divisor Do being 0; D consists of e different points. This is done in order 
to make the computations. We do not need such restrictions and I think our 
computations are easier. Also Laudal works on the Hilbert scheme of projective space 
P” while we are working on the symmetric product of C - which is a Hilbert scheme 
for C. For the study of curves embedded in a projective space, Laudal’s point of view is 
more natural; however for the study of abstract curves I think it does not matter. In 
his paper, Laudal also considers plane sections of space curves of degree d imposing 
less than d conditions on plane curves of some fixed degree. In a future paper, we give 
a tangent space description for associated subschemes of the symmetric product. As 
Laudal informed me, it would be very interesting to study obstructions to the 
infinitesimal deformations in this (or any other) set-up. 
1. Algebraic description of the tangent spaces 
(1.1) Let C be a smooth irreducible curve; let g; be a linear system on C and let 
D E C@). We recall the definition of the local scheme structure of I/eepf at D. Let A be 
the universal divisor on C x C(‘) and let L be the line bundle on C associated to gj. Let 
rcl (resp. 7~~) be the projection morphism of C x C@) on C (resp. C’“‘). Because of 
Grauert’s Theorem (see e.g. [7, p. 2881, EL = (K~)*((TT~)*(L) @ 0,) is a locally free 
O,(+. Module of rank e. The morphism (rrr)*(L) + (x1)*(L) @ 0, on C x C@) induces, 
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applying (rcz)*, the morphism 4L: H”(C; L) @ 0 c(e) + EL and, by restriction, we obtain 
the morphism 
Then I/eems is the (e -f)th degeneracy locus of & (see e.g. [l, p. 831). As a scheme, it
is locally defined as follows. Let U be a Zariski-open neighbourhood U of D at C@) 
such that EL is trivial on U. The restriction of 4 to lJ defines a morphism 
&u:U+M(e;n + l), 
where M(e; n + 1) is the affine space of the e x (n + l)-matrices with coefficients in K. 
Let M,_f(e; n + 1) c M(e; n + 1) be the subscheme defined by the minors of order 
e - f + 1. Then, as a scheme, 
VtpfnU = (f&VIu)-l(M,_f(e;n + 1)). 
(1.2) Now we introduce some notations. It is well-known (see e.g. [l, p. 691) that for 
D E Vz-f-l one has TD(Vzmf) = TD(C@). In [l, pp. 171-1751, acanonical identifica- 
tion between Te(C@)) and H”(D;O,(D)) is described. By “abus de notation”, we 
identify u E H’(D; O,(D)) with the corresponding morphism u:Spec(K[s]) --* C’“) (as 
usual, K[.s] := K[X]/(X’) and E is the class of X). Let A, be the inverse image of 
A under the morphism 1, x u: C x Spec(K[s]) -+ C x C@). The pull-back of & under 
this morphism u is denoted by 
We write o: Spec(K) + Spec(K [s]) for the closed point of Spec(K [s]). Base change of 
A, using o gives D; S”E V @ K[E] gives s”(o) E V; t”~ H’(A,;(L @I~K[E]) @I 0,“) gives 
t”(o) E H”(D; L 0 OD) and &(u) gives the natural map &(D): V + H”(D; L 8 0,). 
Remember that ker( c,&(D)) = V( - D). 
(1.3) Now we are going to prove Theorem 0.3. If we identify V( - D) with a sub- 
space of H”(C; L( - D)) then we have the cup-product homomorphism 
/?:H”(D;O,(D))@ V(- D)-+H”(D;L@OD). 
Lemma. Let u E H”(D; O,(D)) and let s E V( - D). There exists SE V @I~ K[E] with 
s”(o) = s and S”E ker[&(u)] if and only $fp (u 0 s) E im[&(D)]. 
Proof. We use the notations from [l, Ch. IV, Section 23. Let F = 0 be an equation of 
A in Ot,:D,C x C@) and let F, (resp. Fo) be the image of F in O,;, @,K[e] (resp. O,,,) 
using u (resp. uoo). One has F, = F. + EF, for some F, E O,,,. First we recall the 
relation between u and the local equation of A. 
Using another equation F’ = 0, one has FL = Fb + EF: with FL = (ct + E/?) . F, for 
some a + E/? E (O,, OK KC&])*, i.e. a E (O&*. Then FL = crFo while FL = aF, + j3Fo. 
So - modulo the local equation for D - one finds E = a. I;,. Hence, F, defines an 
element in H”(D;OD(D)); this is u. 
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There exists some s” as mentioned in the statement if and only if [&(u)](s + ES’) = 0 
in HO@,; (L &K[E]) 0 0,“) for some S’ E V. Hence, 
s+cs’=(a+~b).(F~+EF,) forsorne~;bEO~~. 
In particular, s” exists if and only if 
s = aFo and s’ = bFO + aF, for some a; b E Ociq, 
i.e. s’ = bFo + (s/F,). F, for some b E Ocqq. When we consider V( - D) as a subspace of 
H’(C;L( - D)) then s corresponds to s/Fe. Let 3 be the image of s’ E I/ under &(D). 
We conclude that iexists if and only if? = fi (u @I s) in H’(C;L @I 0,). This completes 
the proof of the lemma. q 
Proof of Theorem 0.3. Now, D is an e-secant (e -f - l)-space divisor for gi. Then 
Y E H”(D; O,(D)) = T,(C@‘) is an element of To(Vz-f) if and only if for each 
r E V( - D) there exists %E ker [&(v)] c V &K [a] with f(o) = r. Because of the 
lemma, u E TD(VzPf) if and only if j3 (5 0 ) x s E im[#v(D)] for each r E V( - D). 
Define &:H”(D; OD(D)) + H”(D; L 0 0,): 21 + P&II) = fl(l@ II). One obtains 
TD(Vz-f) = n((Pr ‘(im(&(D))): 5 E V(- D)j). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 0.3. q 
2. An easy example 
(2.1) Proof of Theorem 0.5. We consider F/,“(gj) for e 2 II + 1. As a set 
ky(gi) = (D E c @: there exists D’ E gz with D’ 2 D}. 
Assume D E V,“\V$- ’ ; i.e. dim(V(- D)) = 1. Take r E V(- D) with 5 # 0. From 
Theorem 0.3, we obtain 
Let Do be the excess secant divisor of D. Consider the restriction homomorphism 
ro: H”(C; L 0 0,) + H*(C; L @ O,,). Clearly, im(&) = ker(ro) [see Lemma 3.3.1). 
Also dim(ker(fi&) = deg(D,). Therefore, 
dim(TD(V,“)) = deg(Do) + dim[im(&(D))nker(ro)]. 
For s E V, one has ro((&(D))(s)) = 0 if and only if s E V(- Do). So, if 
D E T/deg(Do)-E I/deg(&-&- 1 
\ 
di’rn[k~~~~~~‘nirn(~~~;), = 
then dim[ker(rO 0 +v(D))] = n + 1 - deg(Do) + E. So 
i - deg(Do) + E. Altogether we obtain 
dim[T,(F/,“)] = deg(D,) + n - deg(D,) + E = n + E. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 0.5. III 
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(2.2) We discuss some cases for small values of n. 
(2.2.1) Assume g: is a base point free pencil on C. Let D E: V,’ - hence D E C@) and 
D I D’ for some D’ E gj. For deg(DO) E (0; l} we have E = 0 and dim[T,(I/,‘)] = 1. 
However, if deg(DO) 2 2 then Do E Vi0 (deg(D,) = eo) and so dim[T,(I/,‘)] = eo. 
In particular, we obtain that V,’ is a smooth curve if and only if gj corresponds to 
a covering of P’ such that all ramification points have ramification degree at most 
2 and no 2 ramification points belong to the same fibre. It is quite easy to construct 
examples of base point free pencils with large tangent space dimension for V,’ at 
certain points. 
(2.2.2) Assume gi is a base point free linear system on C. Let D E V,“\V,’ for some 
e 2 3. For deg(Do) E (0; l}, we have dim[T,( V:)] = 2. Suppose deg(Do) = 2. Then 
dim[Th(V:)] > 2 implies Do E Vi. 
Claim. If gi is not a simple linear system then this situation always occurs; ifgi is simple 
then this situation only occurs if the image of +: C -+ P2 has a singular point that is 
neither an ordinary node, nor an ordinary cusp. 
Indeed, first assume gi is not simple. Take a general point P on r = $(C) c P2 and 
let T be the tangent line to F at P. Write I+- l(P) = Q1 + Q2 + E with E 2 0. The line 
T corresponds to 2Q, + 2Q2 + 2E + E’ E gj with E’ 2 0. Then D = Q1 + Q2 + 2E + 
E’ E Vi_2 with dim(T,(Va_,)) > 2. 
Next, assume gi is simple and assume dim(T,( Vi)) > 2 for some D E V,‘\Vi . 
Then there exists Q1 + Q2 I Do with Q1 -I- Q2 E Vi, i.e. II/ = $(Q2) is a 
singular point on r = $(C). Since also 2Q, + 2Q2 + E E gi for some E 2 0, the claim 
follows. 
Now, assume gj is simple and suppose F = $(C) has only ordinary nodes and cusps 
as its singularities. If deg(Do) = 2, then we have dim(T&!)) = 2. Assume 
e. = deg(Do) 2 3. Since Do I D, one has Do E Ve”,. If there would exist Do E Ve!, with 
eb = deg(Db) 2 2 and Db I Do then we obtain a contradiction to the fact that r has 
ordinary nodes and cusps as its singularities. If Do 2 2Q for some Q E C, then Q is 
a smooth point on r and D 2 4Q; this implies that Q is a non-ordinary flex on r. 
Assume r has only ordinary flexes. Since D 2 2Do we obtain that r has a tritangent 
line. So if r also has no tritangent lines, then V,” is smooth. This example indicates 
that V,” is smooth for a “general” gi on C if e 2 3. 
(2.2.3) Assume gj is a very ample linear system on C. Let D E V,“\V,” (e 2 4). 
In case e. = deg(Do) E (0; 1;2), one obtains dim(T,(V:)) = 3. If e. = deg(Do) 2 3 
and Do E Ve’, then there exists a 3-secant line divisor Do and a divisor D E gi with 
D 2 2Do. In “general”, this situation does not occur. If e. = deg(Do) 2 4 (and so 
Do E Ve”,) then there exists D E g: with D 2 20,. In “general”, this situation does not 
occur. 
So, in “general” a gi on C has smooth V:‘s for e 2 5 (for e = 4, of course, 
Vi c Sing(Vi)!). 
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Proposition 2.3.1. Suppose Char(K) = 0. Let gi be a base point free linear system 
on C and take d 2 e 2 n. Then the schemes V,” are n-dimensional reduced subschemes 
of C’“‘. 
Proof. From the determinantal description it follows that the irreducible components 
of the scheme V,” are at least n-dimensional and if V,” is equidimensional of dimension 
n, then V,” is a Cohen-Macauly scheme (see [l, Ch. II, Proposition 4.11). It is clear 
that V,” is equidimensional of dimension n. Moreover, a general element D of V,” is 
a subdivisor of a general element of gj. Since Char(K) = 0, a general element of g$ is 
reduced. This implies Do = 0. Hence, V,” is smooth at D because of Theorem 0.5. This 
proves that V,” is generically reduced. Since V,” is a Cohen-Macauly scheme it follows 
that V,” is a reduced scheme. 0 
3. Some lemmas 
(3.1) Let DE V,‘-f\V~-f-i and let Do be the excess secant divisor. Let 
deg(D,) = e. and assume Do E Ve*,\V,',- ’ . Of course, 0 I r I e -J: At the end of this 
section, we obtain a description for Tn(Vz-f) in case r = e -$ 
One has V(- D) = V(- D - Do). If we identify an element 5 E V(- D) with 
a global section of L(- D - Do) by dividing by the local equations of D + Do, then 
a general 5 E V(- D) corresponds to an effective divisor E with Supp(E)n 
Supp(D - Do) = 8. 
Lemma 3.1.1. Let g E V( - D) general and let E be associated to 5 as above. For each 
line bundle B on C the homomorphism 
y:H’(D - Do; B 0 On-n,) -+ H”(D - Do; B 0 L(- D - Do) 0 On-o,), 
obtained by multiplication with the global section of L( - D - Do) identi$ed with t, is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
0 -+ Oc(i) L( - D - Do) -+ O,(E) + 0, 
where (i) is given by multiplication with the section identified with 5. Tensoring with 
B Q On-n0 we obtain the exact sequence 
Torp(O,(E); B 8 On_n,) -+ B $9 On-n,2 B 0 L(- D - Do) @ On-n,, + 
+ B @ O,(E) 0 On-n, --) 0. 
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But Supp(D - De) n Supp(E) = 8, hence B 0 O,(E) 0 ODmD, = Torp(O,(E); I3 0 
Oo_o,) = 0. This implies the lemma. 0 
(3.2) The commutative xact diagram 
4. 
o-oc- o,(D) ’ O,(D) - 0 
1 II 
0 - Oc(D,) - o,(D) - %-I@) - 0 
1 
0,&D,) 
0 
induces an exact sequence 
0 --t 0,&D,) + 0,(D) -+ %,,(D) -+ 0 
inducing an injection 
z:H’(D,; O,,(D,)) + H’(D; O,(D)). 
(+) 
Lemma 3.2.1. For each t E V( - D) one has im(z) c ker(&);for general 4: E V( - D), 
one has im(z) = ker(/?& 
Corollary 3.2.2. im(z) c TD( Vzef). 
Proof of the lemma: Tensoring the exact sequence (+) with the injection 
L( - D - Do) + L( - D) obtained by multiplying with the local equations of Do, we 
obtain an exact cummutative diagram 
HotDo; L(- D) 63 OD,,) A H”(Do; L(Do - D) @ O,,) 
b IQ 
H’(D; L( - Do) @I 0,) VI b HOP; L CO 0,) 
16 
I 
G 
H”(D - Do; L(- Do) @ OD_o,) Yj H”(D - Do; L @ Oo-D,) 
1 1 
0 0 
Identifying 5: E V( - D) with an element of H’(C; L( - D - Do)), multiplication with 
5 gives rise to the commutative xact diagram 
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0 0 
I 
Pi 
I 
HOP,; OD,(DO)) -HOW,; L(- D) Q 00,) 
lr 
Ho@; OdD 1) 
Pi lrl 
- Ho@; U- Do) Q 0,) 
lr* 
H”(D - Do; O,_,,(D)) ” 
16 
- H”(D - Do; L(- Do) @ O,-,,) 
1 1 
0 0 
Let pi = Vi 0 pi for 1 I i I 3, of course, /I2 = Be;. Take u E im(r); i.e. u E H"(D; O,(D)) 
with Z’(U) = 0. One has r;(rZ(u)) = 0, so b;(v) him. It follows that &(v) = 
M&(v)) E im(rz 0 vl). But clearly v1 is the zero map, so /Is(u) = 0. 
Next, suppose 5 E V( - D) is general and /Is(v) = vz(flz(v)) = 0. So, if we multiply 
pZ(u) with the local equation of D o, then we obtain 0. Clearly, this implies 
r;@(u)) = 0, so P;(z’(u)) = 0. But Lemma 3.1.1 implies that gj is injective. So 
z’(u) = 0, i.e. u E im(z). This completes the proof of this lemma. 0 
Remark. It is also possible to prove this lemma using local computations. Write 
D =ulpl + ... + ~,p,(pi # pj for i #j; ai > 0); Do = blp, + ... + b,p, (0 I bi I ai) 
and use a local coordinate ti at pi. 
(3.3) Consider the exact sequence 0 + L( - Do) + L + L 0 OD, + 0. Tensoring 
with OD gives us the exact sequence of skyscrapersheafs 
and therefore an exact sequence 
H'(D;L(-Do)@ 0,)~H"(D;L@0,)+Ho(D,;LC30,,)+0. 
Let W = im(v,) c H'(D; L @ 0,). 
Lemma 3.3.1. For each t E V( - D) one has im(&) = W;fir general r E J’(- D) one 
has im(&) = W. 
Proof. The first claim is true because PC = v2 0 B;. Since coker(v,) = 
H"(Do; L 0 ODo), one has dim(W) = deg(D - Do). But for general r E V(- D), 
dim(ker( &)) = dim(im(r)) = deg(D,) b ecause of Lemma 3.2.1, so dim(im(&)) = 
deg(D - Do). This implies the second claim. Cl 
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Lemma 3.3.2. Identifying 5 E V( - D) with a section of L( - D - D,), multiplication 
with 5 gives rise to a map 
m<:W +H’(D;L@‘(- D - Do)@OD). 
For 5 E V (- D) general, this map is injective. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
HO(D; L(- Do) @ 0,) m’ +H”(D;L*2(- D - 2Do)@OoD) 
1 
“2 
1 
4 
H”(D; L @ 0,) y Ho@; L @2 (- D - Do) 60 O,,) 
Suppose mr(w’) = 0 for some w’ E W. Writing w’ = v2(w) with w E H’(D;L( - Do) 
0 0,), we obtain v;(m;(w)) = 0. Let ,u:H”(D;L@2(-D-2D0)00D)+ 
H”(D - Do; L @2 (- D - 2Do) 0 Oo_o,) be the projection morphism. We obtain 
p (m;(w)) = 0. Using the commutative diagram 
ff’(D; L(- Do) 63 0,) mt - H"(D;La2(- D- 2Do)@OoD) 
I 
P' 1 
P 
~"(D-Do;L(-Do)@~~-~o);;;;;-) H'(D- Do;L'=(-D-2Do)@OOo_D,) e 
one obtains rn; (p’(w)) = 0. But Lemma 3.3.1 implies that rn; is injective, so ,u’(w) = 0. 
This implies v2(w) = 0, so w’ = 0. 0 
Proposition 3.4.1. Zf r = e -f then TD(VzPf) = im(z); in particular 
dim[7’o(V,‘-f)] = deg(D,). 
Proof. Indeed, if r = e -f, then [q'+(D)] (V(-Do))= 0. This implies 
W nim [ &(D)] = 0. So, from Lemma 3.3.1 we obtain im( &) nim [ &(D)] = 0 for all 
5 E V(- D). Hence, TD(V,“-f) = n{ker(&): r E V(- D)} and Lemma 3.2.1 implies 
the claim. 0 
4. Special examples 
(4.1) Assume D E V,", i.e. D is part of the fixed divisor F of gi. In particular, 
V = V( - D) and im(&(D)) = 0. So, for 5 E V( - D) = V, /I; ‘(im(&(D))) = ker(&) 
and TD(Vz) = n{ker(/?&: <E V}. Because of Lemma 3.2.1, we obtain 
7’,,(Vz) = im(r). In particular, dim[T’@,O)] = deg(D,). So, D is a smooth point of 
V,” if and only if Do = 0. This is in agreement with [8, Corollary 4.21. In that paper, 
the authors also compute the multiplicity of V,” at D. 
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(4.2) Assume gj has no base points, i.e. F = 0. If gi is simple then D E V,’ 
(e 2 2) gives rise to a singular point on r = Ii/(C) c P". In case Do # 0 we 
can apply Proposition 3.4.1. It follows that Tn(V:) = im(z) and dim(TD(V,‘)) = 
deg(D& 
Next, assume Do = 0. Because of Lemma 3.3.1, one has im(&,) = H’(C;L @ 0,) 
for to E I’( - D) general. Also im( c#+(D)) = (y) c H"(C; L @ 0,) for some y # 0. Let 
j3e;,(j7) = y. Then To(Vi) c (7) and T,(V,$) = (7) if and only if p&Y) E (y) for each 
g E I’( - D). Assume II # 1 (for the case n = 1, see Section 2) and let to; r1 ; . . . ; r,_ 1 
be a base for V( - D) such that (<i) E gj satisfies [(ci) - D] n D # f~ for 1 I i I n - 1. 
If for some 1 I i I n - 1, one has /I&) # 0, then /Ic,(jj)$(r) (because we assume that 
gj is base point free). Therefore, TD(VJ) = (7) if and only if Be;,(F) = 0 for each 
1 I i I n - 1, i.e. if and only if (ti) 2 20 for each 1 I i I n - 1. 
Conclusion. If Do # 0 then dim[T,(VJ)] = deg(D,). If IZ 2 2 and Do = 0 then 
dim[T,(V,‘)] 5 1. Moreover, we have equality if and only if 20 E Vz”e. This con- 
clusion is in agreement with results in Section 6 of [9] for the case n = 2. In that paper, 
multiplicities of V,’ at D are computed for the case n = 2. 
(4.3) Now we prove Theorem 0.6. (The reader might find it useful to make local 
computations in order to check the details - see also the remark after the proof of 
Lemma 3.2.1.) 
Let e, = deg(Do). If e. 2 2 then, because gj is very ample, Do E Vz(gi). So, Proposi- 
tion 3.4.1 implies claim (a). 
Assume e, = 1 and let Do = PO. From Corollary 3.2.2 one obtains 
dim(TD(l’:)) 2 1. Because gi is very ample, we have dim(im(&(D)))n W = 1. Let 
im(&(D)) n W = (y) and let to E V( - D) be general. Because of Lemma 3.3.1 we 
find ps,(y”) = y for some p E H"(D, O,(D)) and therefore TD(Vz) c ((im z)u {y”}). In 
particular, dim(Tr,(Vz)) I 2 and dim(T,(V:)) = 2 if and only if /?&‘y”) E (y) for each 
<E V(- D). Let to;tl; . . . ; tnp2 be a base for V( - D) with ((ti) - D)n(D - PO) # 8 
for each 1 I i I n - 2 with (li) E gi. If for some 1 I i I n - 2, one has fir,(T) # 0, then 
/~#)$(JJ). So, dim(T#,“)) = 2 if and only if /Ic,(‘y) = 0 for each 1 I i I n - 2, i.e. if 
and only if (ri) 2 20. This proves claim (b). 
Finally, assume Do = 0. Let sl;s2 be two elements of V with (sl)nD = 8; 
(sz) n D = PO for some PO E D. Let to be a general element of V( - D). Because of 
Lemma 3.3.1, there exists yl; T2 E H"(D; OD(D)) with bg,(Ti) = [&(D)](q) for i = 1; 2. 
Assume2D$V$(g,“). Let t1;52~V(-D) with Ds(tl)n2Ds(52)n2D52D. (For 
a suited choice of PO we assume PO E 20 - ((5,)n2D).) Clearly, jIs,(72) E im(&(D)) 
if and only if &,(j72) = 0. But then deg((gl)n2D) = 2e - 1 and we obtain a contra- 
diction. So we find y2$ T,(Vz). Also for all (a; b) E K2 with a # 0, we 
have Pe,(& + W&$im($Y(D)), h ence a?1 + by2$ To(1/,2). This proves that 
dim(7’&‘:)) = 0 if 2D#V$(gi). 
If 20 E V&(gi), then T,(Vz) = bG1(im(&(D))) and therefore dim(T#:)) = 2. 
Now assume 20 E V$e(gi)\V,3,(gj). Take t1 E V(- D) with D s (t1)n2D = 
D1 c 20 - PO (this can be done for a suited choice of PO). Then &,(y”2)#im(&(D)) 
unless pe;,(‘y”z) = 0. If &,(jY2) = 0, then deg(D,) = 2e - 1 and therefore 
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P&Q~iN#h4D))~ so dim(TD(V2)) = 1 in that case. Letting PO = 20 - D1 and 
taking a general hyperplane H through PO and letting H1 be the hyperplane associated 
to rl, one obtains Q = H + H1 as mentioned in (c). If /?5,(y12) # 0 then also 
dim(To(V$)) < 1. This already implies that dim(To(V:)) = 2 if and only if 
2D E V,“,(s;l). 
So, now assume PC, (TZ) # 0, hence fZ$ To( Vz). Choose 5; E V( - D) with D + P,, 
c (t;)n2Ds20. One has dim(T’(Vz)) = 1 if and only if /I{;(~“;)E (E&(D)]@;); 
[&(D)](s~)) for a suitable choice of s; with &,(F;) = [$v(D)](s;). Since PO E (sz) 
one has P&s;). So one needs /?(;(F;) E ( [&(D)](s~)) = (&,(&)). The possibility 
/Ir; (7; ) = 0 is already considered above. (Indeed, it corresponds to the case jr, (yZ) = 0 
considered above but for another choice of PO. This is because /?<;(y;) = 0 implies 
(s;)nD # 0.) So we can assume that fl<;(y”;) # 0. Then there exists CI E K* with 
&(y”;) - CI. [ q&(D)](sJ = 0 in H”(C; L @ 0,). Applying Lemma 3.3.2, we obtain 
mro (/?ri(jj;) - CI. [&(D)](s~)) = 0 in H”(C; L @‘( - D) @ 0,) is an equivalent condi- 
tion. But me,(Pr;(j7;) - LX. [&(D)](s~)) is the image of 5;s; - CI. tosZ under the 
map H”(C; L @’ (- D)) -+ H”(C; L EI~(-D) 0 0,) coming from the exact 
sequence 0 +L @‘( - 20) +L @2 (- D)+L @2 (- D) Q OD -+ 0. Therefore, we obtain 
dim(T,(Vi)) = 1 if and only if <;s; - ~1. tos2 can be considered as a section 
ofL@‘(-2D).C onsidering it as a section of L @2 we obtain the quadric Q mentioned 
in (c). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 0.6. 0 
In Section 5 the final step of the previous proof will be generalized in order to prove 
Theorem 0.7. 
Proposition 4.4.1. Let D E V,“- ’ be such that D - P$ VzIf for P E D. Then 
dim(TD(V-‘)) = 2e - 2 - n + rk(V(- 20)). 
Proof. Because D is an e-secant (e - 2)-space divisor, one has dim(im(&(D))) = 
e - 1. For P E D, let &:HO(C; L 0 0,) --f H”(C; L 0 ODmp) be the natural map and 
let &(D - P) = I#+O &(D). Since D - Pq!VfI: the map &(D - P) is surjective. So 
im(&(D)) n ker(&) = (0). 
If for some 5 E V( - D)\V( - 20) one has P E 20 - ((<)n2D), then there exists 
u E H’(D; O,(D)) such that /Is(v) is a nonzero element of ker(&). This implies 
@P;‘(im(&(D))). 
Now let tl; . . . ;&,+2_ebea basefor V(-D)such that <k+l; ...;&,+2_eisa base 
for V( - 20). For 1 < i I k one can assume that (ri) n 20 S(ti+ l)n2D. Take 
Pi E [(ri+ l)n2D]\[(<i)n2D] and Z)i E HO(D; O,(D)) such that fle,(ai) is a nonzero 
element of ker(4,). Clearly, for j > i, one has fir,(ui) = 0. It follows that vl; . . . ; vk are 
linearly independent. Indeed, assume for some 1 I i I k one has Vi = C:l: xjuj, for 
some xj E K, then p<,(ai) = 0, a contradiction. Moreover, if u = I{= 1 XiUi (1 I j I k) 
with Xj # 0 then PC(u) is a nonzero element of ker(+,,), hence u#T,(V~-‘). This 
implies that TD(Vl-')n((ul; . . . . ak)) = 0. Since im(bc,) = 0 for j > k, one obtains 
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dim(TD(I/,“-‘)) = e - k. But rank (V(- 20)) = II +2 -e - k, so we obtain the 
claim. 0 
In [9, Theorem 2.41, a more general statement, not assuming D - P$ViIf for 
P ED, is proved. Using our methods, I am only able to prove, in case D = eP, that 
dim(Tr@-‘)) = 2e - 2 -n + rk[V(-(e + k + l)P)], 
with kP$ If,“- ’ while (k + l)P E V,“, 1. Unfortunately, I am not able to prove 
Johnsen’s theorem completely using our methods. In [9], the details of the proof are 
only given for that case D = eP. 
5. Geometrical description of the general case 
In this section, we prove Theorem 0.7. We continue to use the notations of 
Section 3. In case r = e -fthere is nothing to prove (see Proposition 3.4.1) so assume 
r <e -f and write k = e-f - r. 
Let x1 ; . . . ;xk be a K-base for [&(D)](V(- Do)) c W c H’(C;L@ 0,). Take 
to E V( - D) general. Because of Lemma 3.3.1, we can find yl; . . . ;yk E H”(D; O,,(D)) 
with Bc,(yi) = yi<o = Xi in H”(C, L @ 0,). Because of Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.3.1 we 
obtain 
&‘[im(&(D))l = im(r)O (YI; . . . ;yk) = H”(D;WD)). 
From Theorem 0.3, we obtain that CI + Cj= 1 ajyj with CI E im(z) belongs to 7’,( Vz-I) 
if and only if, for each 5 E V( - D), one has Br (I!= 1 ajyj) E im(4v(D)). In particular, 
Pe; CC:= 1ajYj) E Cxl; ... ;&) because of Lemma 3.3.1. Let to; . . . ; tn_e+r be a base of 
V(- D). We obtain 
TD(vtef) = im(r) 0 2 c H”(D; O,(D)), 
where 
2 = i ajyj:(al; ... ;ak) EKk 
j=l 
andVl<i<n-e+f 3(bI;...;bk)EKkWith 
(i$ ..>c - (iI bjxj) is zero in ~“(D:L@Oo)}- 
For all (aI; . . . ; uk); (bl; . . . ; bk) E Kk one has (ci= 1 Ujyj). ti - (cf= 1 bjXj) E W. There- 
fore, the injectivity of mCo (see Lemma 3.3.2) implies that (C;= I Ujyj). ti - (C:= 1 bjxj) 
being zero in H”(D; L &I 0~) is equivalent to (xi= 1 Ujyj). (ito - (I:= 1 bjXj)co = 
(If= 1 ajxj). 5i - (xi= 1 bjXj)ro being zero in HO(D; L g2 ( - D - Do) @ 0,). 
For 1 <j 5 k choose St E V( - Do) c V with [4”(D)](q) = Xi. Then 
(C,“_, ujxj). ti - (C,“=, bjXj)<o being zero in H’(D: LB2(- D - Do) @ 0,) implies 
(Cf=1ujsj).5i-(Cf=1bjsj)~o~HO(C;L~~(-2D_Do)). 
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Consider the morphism $: C -+ P”. For a hypersurface X c P”, let 
g:(X) = $*(X) + F. Let Ya; . . . ; Y,_,+s; Zi; . . . ; Zeef be a system of homogeneous 
coordinate functions such that Yj corresponds to <j for 0 I j < n - e +f and Zj 
corresponds to sj for 1 ~j < k; then (D) = Z(Y,; . . . ; Y,_,+f); (Do) = Z(Y,; 
. . . . Y,_,+,; zr; . . . ;Zk). In particular, Et=1 UjZj with a = (al; . . . ;ak) E Kk corres- 
ponds to a hyperplane S in (D) containing (Da). The condition (I,“_, ajsj). 
ti -(C,“=, bjSj)co E H”(C;L@‘2(- 20 - DO)) becomes q = (Et= 1 UjZj) Yi - 
(Et= 1 bjZj) Yo satisfies qi(Z(q)) 2 20 + Do. So, the quadric Q = Z(q) satisfies 
properties (i)-(v) in Theorem 0.6 taking H = Z(Y,), a general hyperplane in P” 
containing (0). 
This proves the existence of a family F as mentioned in the statement of Theorem 
0.6 if xi= 1 Ujyj E TD(VzWf). Now, assume such a family F exists for some S associated 
to(u,; . . . ;uk)EKkasabove.LetL(F)={q:Z(q)~F}u{O}andletql; ...;qn_e+fbe 
a K-base for L(F). Because of (i), (ii) and (iii), for q E L(F), one has 
+yO((~ldiz.i)+(I~~fd~y~))~ 
Since (D) c Z(q) (see (iv)), one has cl = 1.. = c~-~ = 0. So 
Mapping q to (If= 1 UjZj) (Cyry’f ’ Cj Yj) + Y. (ITIf djZj) is well-defined and linear 
and because of (iv) the kernel is 0, so we can assume 
q=(~~“izj)(I~~fc~yj)+yO(~~djzj)~ 
because those quadrics still satisfy properties (i)-(v). Also mapping q to (CJr y’f c> Yj) 
is well-defined and linear and because of (ii) the kernel is 0. So the image of this 
map consists of all linear forms in Y, ; . . . ; Yn-e+f. Hence, for each 1 I i I n - e +f 
there exists (b,; . . . . bk) E Kk with q = (I;= 1 UjZj) Yi + Yo(Ci, 1 bjZj) satisfying 
g;(Z(q)) 2 20 + Do. As explained in the first part of this proof, this is equivalent o 
Cj=i Ujyj E Z. This completes the proof of the theorem. q 
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